University Archives

archives.library.illinois.edu

3 Archives Locations
University Archives, Main Library, Room 19 (basement)
Archives Research Center (Student Life and Culture Archival Program), Horticulture Field Lab
Sousa Archives and Center for American Music (John Philip Sousa), Harding Band Building
Use of Images
Need an image to post to social media (e.g., Facebook, Pinterest)? You can post low-resolution images from the Holdings
Database/Photo Archives (http://archives.library.illinois.edu/archon/index.php) without getting permission. Most
images should already have a University Archives watermark. While linking back to archives.library.illinois.edu is
preferable, the Archives realizes sometimes this is not always possible. In the absence of a watermark, please be sure to
link back to the Archives.

Archives Watermark

For Archives images you would like to use in print, you will need to get permission. This is essentially done by requesting
a high-resolution image through the Archives website. Reproductions of all images from the Archives should contain a
credit line of “Courtesy University of Illinois Archives” followed by the series/collection name.
Fee Structure
UI units pay a discounted fee (see Fee Schedule attached) for images from the Archive’s online database that have
already been scanned. These fees are in the Each Additional column of the schedule.
UI units pay a less discounted fee for images that have not been scanned already. These fees are located in the First
Image column of the schedule. If the unit requests multiple images that need to be scanned, the unit pays the higher fee
for the first image (First Image); each additional image is about half the cost of the first image (Each Additional).

Keep in mind, if you only need a low res image (perfect for the Web), you may want to consider viewing photos and
other materials in person at the Archives and taking a photo with a smart phone or digital camera (without flash, of
course). The Archives does allow this and there are no costs involved.
Also, 72dpi is most often suitable for the Web, 300 dpi is recommended for print (small to medium photos), and 600 dpi
is recommended for print as well (large photos).

Click here to request a high-res image and
refer to Fee Structure. Best for use in print.

Click here for a low-res image to use
without permission. Best for use on the
Web.

Searching
Enter your search term in the Search Holdings box on the Archives homepage to find images. The search is very literal,
so to find an exact search word or term, put quotes around it.
There is a LibGuide with a quick reference on how to prepare to use the Archives. It includes basic and advanced tips on
searching the database. This LibGuide is located at http://uiuc.libguides.com/archives.
Contact Information
You can reach Archives staff at 333-0798.
You can e-mail the Archives at illiarch@illinois.edu. Or, Chris Prom, Assistant University Archivist, at prom@illinois.edu
is very responsive. And Bill Maher (w-maher@illinois.edu), University Archivist, knows everything there is to know!

The fee a UI unit pays for
images that need to be
scanned by the Archives.
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The fee a UI unit pays for images that have
already been scanned by the Archives.

